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Parameters are introduced to characterize the electron-photon coincidence rate for
atoms where spin-orbit interaction is present in the radiating target state. It is shown
that two of these parameters (called 4 and e) obey rigorous selection rules which require
that they go to 7t/2 at 0' and 180' electron scattering angles in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling while their limit in the LS-coupled case is 0. Numerical results are presented.
PACS numbers: 34.80.np
In recent years, application of electron-photon
coincidence technique' ' to the study of inelastic
scattering of electrons by atoms has resulted in
valuable new information about the collision phys-
ics. The angular correlation parameters which
are extracted from these measurements provide
a stringent test of the theoretical models used to
describe electron-impact excitation processes. '
However, most cases studied to date have been
atoms that are well described by an LS-coupling
scheme (such as He' ') where two parameters,
X and y, have been used to characterize the coin-
cidence rate. For heavier atoms the introduction
of spin-orbit interaction breaks the planar sym-
metry in the scattering amplitudes valid in the
LS-coupling scheme and introduces explicit spin
summations through the spin dependence of the
scattering amplitudes due to the unpolarized na-
ture of the incident electrons. As a consequence
new parameters have to be introduced to describe
the coincidence rate. In this Letter we use the
approach of Fano and Macek' (a generalization of
the earlier treatment of Macek and Jaecks') to
show that the spin-orbit interaction in the target
atom produces effects in these parameters that
can be readily observed experimentally at elec-
tron scattering angles (8„with respect to the in-
cident beam) close to 0' and 180, in the excita-
tion of an electronic state with ang~~&ar momen-
tum J= 1 from a 8 = 0 ground state.
In general the presence of spin-orbit interac-
tion in the excited state of the target prohibits
the reduction of the four independent Fano-Macek
source parameters to two parameters (x, y), as
ls possible in the LS-coupled case. ' ' We pro-
pose a new four-parameter description of the
source parameters which makes the spin-orbit
effect in the target more transparent. " The ad-
vantage is that two of these parameters obey rig-
orous selection rules which require that they go
to p/2 at 8, =0' and 180' in the presence of spin-
orbit coupling, while their limit in the LS-coup-
led case is zero. This behavior has not yet been
observed experimentally since the few available
measurements for heavier atoms have assumed
planar symmetry for the scattering amplitudes.
We present below numerical results for excita-
tion of Ar,""to illustrate the detailed behavior
of these parameters.
A brief derivation of the new parameters is as
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follows. The Fano-Macek source parameters
can be written as for a J = 1 state
0, '" = —(2)»'Im(a(0)a(1))/(cr, +2m, ),
Ac' =[(a(l)a(1)) -(a(0)a(0))]/(cr, +2cr,),
A '"= (2)"'Re(a(0)a(l))/(a, +2cr,),
A, +'ci =(a(- l)a(1))/(oc+2cr, ),
where
(a(M, )a(M, '))
(la)
(lb)
(lc)
(id)
one obtains
0, '" = —[x(1 -y]»' sing cosh, ,
I
col (1 Sy )
A '"= [&(1—X)]"'cosX cosh,
A, '"=-'(z —1)cosa.
(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
x =0,/(o, +2cr,),
cosh, = i(a(0)a(1))i/(cr, v,)' ',
cosy = Re(a(0)a(1))/i(a(0)a(1))i,
cosa = -(a(- 1)a(1))/cr„
(Sa)
(Sb)
(3c)
(Sd)i
=-: Z [ *(,)).....,[.(M, )].....„
l5g]p Slg2
and [a(M~)] refers to the scattering ampli-
tude for the excitation of the M~ magnetic sublev-
el with incident-electron spin component ~„and
the scattered-electron spin component gyes„. In
Eqs. (la)-(ld), o„=(a(M~)a(Mz)) refers to the
magnetic sublevel excitation cross section. In-
troducing the parameters
It should be noted that under LS-coupling condi-
tions because of the spin factorization [a(M)]
= a(M)5 and planar symmetry' a(-M) = (- 1)"
x a(M), from Eqs. (3b) and (Sc) it follows that
cosA =cosa =1; i.e. , 6 =e =0 at any angle. In ex-
periments where 0, '" is not measured (i.e. , cir-
cularly polarized correlation is not determined)
the number of parameters can be further reduced
by def ining cosy = cosy cosA, to obtain a descrip-
tion for y which is identical with that of Malcolm
and McConkey. "
Substituting the above parametrization into Eq.
(18) of Fano and Macek, ' "and the resulting for-
mulas into Eq. (14) of the same work we obtain
for the electron-photon coincidence rate in terms
of the four new parameters,
I = 3CS 1+ & 1 —3g —,' 3cos'8 —1 + g 1-~ ' 'cosx cos~& sin2~cosq+ —,' g —1 cosa& sin'acos2cp
—3(-,'(1- Sy)—,' sin'8 cos2$+[y(1- y)]»'cosy cosh(sinb sing sin2(+ sine cosh cosy cos2$)
+ —,'(y —1) cosa[ ,'(1+co—s'8)cos2y cos2( —cosa sin2@ sin2( j cos2p
—3[X(l —x)]"'sing cosh, sinh sing sin2p
p, 8, p, and g are defined in Ref. 9 as well as
the constant C which includes the light frequency
and the detector-source-atom distance and S.
The specialized form of this coincidence rate for
angular correlation and polarization correlation
experiments has been discussed earlier. "
We now prove that at both 5, = 0' and 180' angles
the quantities (a(0)a(1)) =(a(1)a(- 1)) = 0 but a, and
a, are different from 0, thereby showing that
cosA =cosa =0 [i.e. , 6 =e =rr/2] at these angles.
This is in contrast to the I.S-coupled target case
for which 6 =e =0. To prove these results we as-
sume an atom in a 'S(J'=0) ground state, neglect
the hyperf inc interaction, and assume that the nu-
clear spin (I) and its orientation ($ remain un-
changed during the collision process. " In an in-
elastic collisionfor which 8, =0 and 180' [the ax-
is of quantization (Z) is coincident with the incom-
ing beam] the component of the total angular mo-
mentum of the system (electron+atom) along this
axis is conserved. For both the incident and scat-
tered electron, the only component of angular mo-
mentum along this axis is that of the spin, for
which there are two possible situations, (i) m |
=m„which requires that the component of the to-
tal angular momentum of the atom (M~ =Mr +M ~)
remain the same (i.e. , M z be conserved since
Mz was assumed not to change), (ii) m„em»
which requires HAMI, =+ 1 (or hM ~ = + 1, since HAMI
= 0), depending on the initial spin (m„=+—,) imply-
ing [a(1)]», »,t 0 and [a(- 1)]», », w 0. This
further implies that (a(0)a(1)) =(a(l)a(- 1)) = 0
which follows from the definition of these quanti-
ties [Eq. (2)] and from the incompatibility of the
conditions for [a(0)]„„,[a(l)] „„and[a(- 1)] to be different from zero simultane-mzim&2
ously. " However, since [a(1)]», »,e0, then a,
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FIG. 1. First-order many-body —theory results for the 4 and & parameters for the excitation of the 4s'[2)f state
of argon by E = 20 eV electrons.
e 0 and similarly cr, c 0 at 3, =0 and 180 . Hence
from Eqs. (3b) and (3c) it follows that cosh. = cose
= 0. If we choose 0 & A & m/2 and 0 & e & m, then b.
= g/2 and e = p/2 for 8, = 0' and 180'. Therefore,
if one measures just cosy (i.e. , ~y~) one will al;
ways obtain
~X~
= w/2 at 8, =0' and 180' because
cosg =cosx cosh, and cos4 =0 at these angles. It
is important to note here that the quantity i y~ does
not allow a differentiation between LS-coupled
and spin-orbit-coupled targets. However, it will
be seen in the case of argon that the spin-orbit-
coupling effect appears to be strong at small scat-
tering angles and readily observable in i y~ also.
In order to see the behavior of these new pa-
rameters we present numerical results from a
first-order many-body theory calculation" for
the excitation of the 4s'I —,'],' ('P, ) state of argon
at E =20 eV incident energy. "
Figure 1 presents results for the b and e pa-
rameters and shows clearly that both 6 and e
rise to the m/2 value as 8, approaches 0' and 180'.
This rise begins at an experimentally accessible
angle of 15'. In addition both new parameters
show strong structure at intermediate scattering
angles. This additional structure is attributed to
the minima in o, (in the case of b) and o, (in the
case of e and b, ) and is analogous to the spin-po-
larization effect of Kessler" that occurs at the
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 exoept for I@I and for Iyz, sI
(see te&).
minimum of the differential cross section. Fig-
ure 2 shows the behavior of
~X( for small angles
as well as the value of
~ y~ in the LS coupling
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scheme:
Malcolm and McConkey" and Pochat et al."
have recently reported results for
~y~ deduced
from coincidence rate data with the assumption
cosa = 1. Even though there is no rigorous selec-
tion rule for y» at 8, =0 a small value is expect-
ed since the Born and Glauber approximation
which has some limited validity around 8,=0'
would give y» —= 0 (identically) for all angles.
This tendency is not supported by either of these
measurements. Figure 2 indicates that the sud-
den rise of
~ y~ to reach to the m/2 limit value is
due to spin-orbit coupling effect in the excited
state and the spin-exchange scattering process
as discussed here. These new parameters can be
extracted from electron-photon coincidence ex-
periments on targets such as argon and their be-
havior will provide additional information as to
the details of the inelastic electron scattering
process.
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